
Kaye wanted to utilize the soft-
ness of paco-vicuña fiber for
something that she’d wear next
to her skin, so she made a head-
band using designs inspired by
her visit to Pitumarca, Peru.
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Because paco-vicuña fiber is so soft,
I wanted to make something that
could be worn against the skin.

The color-stranded designs used so often
in Pitumarca, Peru (the Andean village
I visited in the spring of 2000), seemed
well suited for a headband. Carrying both
yarns together makes the piece thick and
warm while the softness of the yarn
makes the headband very comfortable.

Like alpaca fiber, paco-vicuña fiber
has a long staple length and a smooth
outer surface. These aspects allow the
fibers to align easily during preparation
and spinning, and often result in a
worsted yarn. I like to encourage the
woolen aspects in my yarn by adding air
and softness.

I used a Patrick Green drumcarder
with a fur cloth and ran the fibers
through only two times, watching care-
fully that I didn’t overprocess the fiber
and create breaks. To maximize the
amount of air in the carded preparation,
I split the batt lengthwise and pulled a
loose roving from the side of each sec-
tion. I like drumcarding fibers because
it opens and aligns the fibers for easier
drafting although it often spreads debris
throughout the fiber. Also, drumcarding
doesn’t produce as much waste as comb-
ing. Carding introduces occasional ir-
regularities into the roving, but they
rarely show up in the finished product.

My favorite drafting technique is a
backward woolen technique that is some-
times called “point of twist.” In a back-
ward draft, the back hand drafts the fibers
as it moves away from the newly twisted
yarn. The front hand gently opens and
closes, allowing twist to enter between
the hands. Briefly pinching the yarn
stops the twist, and facilitates drafting.
When the pinch is released, the twist
flows into the yarn. The back hand must
stay ahead of the released twist in order
to continue drafting. Point-of-twist draft-
ing allows the spinner to draft and trea-
dle quickly.1

(Multiple of 12 sts.) Using the light
color and U.S. size 5 needles, cast on 120
sts (I use the long-tail cast on). Join in
the round, being careful not to twist
stitches, place marker, and switch to the
U.S. size 3 circular needle.

Bottom edging
Work k2, p2 ribbing for 4 rounds with
light yarn.

Work the 19 rounds of the chart, knit-
ting every round and carrying both yarns
as you knit.

Knit 1 round with light yarn.

Top edging
Work k2, p2 ribbing for 3 rounds with
light yarn. Bind off in ribbing with U.S.
size 5 needle.

KAYE D. COLLINS of Fort Collins, Colorado,
enjoys teaching spinning and knitting at

conferences and retreats and at the recently
opened fiber arts store, The Indigo Thread, in

Fort Collins. Lately she’s become intrigued with
antique spinning wheels that she restores in her
workshop near her geodesic dome cabin in the
Rocky Mountains. She’d also like to encourage

you to contact Cynthia LeCount for information
regarding her 2005 Easter trip to the Peruvian

Highlands with Nancy Thomas
(lacynthia@vom.com; www.btsadventures.com).
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When I work with two colors, I
use both the Continental and
American techniques for throwing
the yarn. I hold one yarn in my left
hand and one in my right, and only
twist the yarns on the back when
they have to be carried for more than
3 sts. I carry the yarns loosely in the
back so that the finished fabric
remains elastic. For more informa-
tion about color stranding, see
“Beyond the Basics: Working with
Two Yarns” by Beth Brown-Reinsel
in the Summer 2004 issue of Inter-
weave Knits, pages 68–72.

Working with two strands

To start and end yarns, leave the
ends at least 2 inches long and
weave them in securely on the
wrong side by weaving first in one
direction and then turning to work
back the other way.

Knitting tip

Finished size: 31⁄2" by 20" and 1.15
ounces.

Fiber: Paco-vicuña fiber in two
contrasting colors. Light color: 11⁄2
ounces, dark color: 3⁄4 ounce.

Yarn: 2-ply, drumcarded and spun
woolen. Light color: 11 wraps per
inch; 1,060 yards per pound; 17-degree
angle of twist for the ply. Dark color:
12 wraps per inch; 1,280 yards per
pound; 17-degree angle of twist for the
ply. (Note: even though the dark fiber
was spun a bit finer, the angle of twist
was the same so the yarns had the same
soft hand.) Light color: 53 yards;
Dark color: 25 yards. Gently wash the
yarn with wool-safe soap and hang to dry
unweighted.

Gauge: 24 sts and 32 rows = 4" on
U.S. sizes 3 needles.

Needles: 16-inch U.S. size 3 and 5
circular needles.

Project Notes

1 For more details see Kaye’s article, “Spinning Al-
paca for Knitting,” in the Summer 1999 issue of
Spin.Off (pages 61–69).

Reprinted with gracious permission from
Cynthia LeCount, author of Andean Folk
Knitting.
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